JOHNSON COUNTY
Kansas

COUNTY ASSISTANCE ROAD SYSTEM Project

WORKING TO CONNECT OUR COMMUNITIES

Jointly Funded By
JOHNSON COUNTY, KANSAS
and
THE CITY OF LENEXA

NOTES:
SIGN TO BE ERECTED PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY, HABITATED BY THE CONTRACTOR THROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION AND REMOVED UPON COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT.

LOCATION OF SIGN TO BE DETERMINED BY THE ENGINEER.

NAME OF THE COOPERATING CITY TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE ENGINEER.

IF METAL IS USED, THE SIGN SHALL BE .080 GA ALUMINUM, SHEETED WITH WHITE VINYL.

IF WOOD IS USED, THE SIGN SHALL BE 3/4" MDO, 1 SIDE PREPRIMED WITH FACE & EDGES PAINTED WHITE.

ALL SIGN HARDWARE AND INSTALLATION IS AS PER CITY STANDARD, KDOT STANDARD OR AS SHOWN ON THE PLANS.

Johnson County Logo:
All Fonts: "Arial" (see sign for text height)
Logo colors as follows:
PMS 490C - Johnson County
Kansas
PMS 123C - Flower
PMS 490C - Middle of Flower

Lettering - Color / Font As Follows:
(see sign for text height)
PMS 187C:
CAR
S Project
WORKING TO CONNECT OUR COMMUNITIES
(and .50" Border all around)

Black Arial Bold:
COUNTY, ASSISTANCE, OAD, SYSTEM
Jointly Funded By
JOHNSON COUNTY, KANSAS
AND
THE CITY OF LENEXA